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Dear Environment and Planning Committee,
Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission to the Victorian Parliamentary Inquiry into Ecosystem
Decline in Victoria.
Who is Warburton Environment?
Warburton Environment was incorporated in 2008 as a not-for-proﬁt non-government community
organisation dedicated to protecting the forests of the Central Highlands of Victoria.
Statement of Purpose
Facilitate links and networking, exchange and interaction within the community to support protection and
restoration of ecosystems in the Central Highlands.
Provide a space and opportunity for reﬁning and promoting the vision of, and transition to sustainable
development – through all forms of learning and public awareness.
Develop strategies at every level in the community to strengthen capacity and action towards protection
and restoration of ecosystems in the Central Highlands.
1.

Introduction

Warburton Environment is making a two part submission as we are deeply concerned about the declining
health of Victoria’s environment. Other groups will, we are sure, raise broader issues regarding the health
of our environment. What we will do is focus on an area that is dear to us and which we share as our home,
that is, the forests of the Central Highlands. In particular we are concerned that the ecosystem of the
forests that surround the towns and hamlets of the Yarra Valley and Mt Baw Baw are rapidly heading to a
complete ecological collapse.
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This is Part 1 of Warburton Environment’s submission. - General Biodiversity issues in the Central
Highlands. Part 2 of our submission follows directly after Part 1 and is related to the destruction of
threatened Tree Geebung (Persoonia arborea) an understory tree in the Central Highlands by VicForests
industrial logging operations.

2.
2.1.

Threatened Fauna Species of Victoria’s Central Highlands
Critically Endangered - Leadbeater’s Possum 1, Spotted Tree Frog 2, Barred Galaxias 3, Baw Baw
Frog 1

2.2.

Endangered - Tiger Quoll 1

2.3.

Threatened - Greater Glider 1, Sooty Owl 4, Powerful Owl 5 Smoky Mouse 6, Masked Owl 7

3.
3.1.

The Issues
Logging and clearing of native vegetation in Victoria has severely reduced our native plants, which
themselves provide habitat for our unique and diverse animals, birds, insects and reptiles. In
Victoria, over 700 native plants, animals, insects and ecosystems are under threat. 8 120 Victorian
animals, birds, plants, insects and ﬁsh are on the brink of extinction. 9

3.2.

Forest degradation has led to biodiversity loss at a large scale, with only 6 percent of Victoria’s
pre-colonial forests remaining. 10

3.3.

As detailed by biologist Marianne Worley, the biodiversity of these cool temperate rainforest
ecosystems on Melbourne’s doorstep parallels that of the Great Barrier Reef. There are over 200
species of mosses, liverworts and hornworts alone that call these forests home, and hundreds more
species belonging to other lesser known, megadiverse taxa such as fungi, lichens and
invertebrates. This is thousands of species before we’ve even considered the vascular plants, or
any vertebrate fauna at all. 11

3.4.

Invasive species - Introduced plants and animals have a profound negative impact on Victoria’s
environment. Introduced animals like deer cause damage to our alpine landscapes and native
vegetation. They also outcompete native wildlife. Deer are just one example. Other examples of
damaging invasive animals include foxes, rabbits, cats, pigs and horses. Invasive weeds are also
very prevalent in Victoria. They clog up streams and rivers, smother native plants and don’t provide
the food and habitat that native wildlife need. 12

3.5.

Mountain Ash forests have been extensively modiﬁed through a century of intensive logging,
recurrent wildﬁres and post-ﬁre salvage logging. These disturbances have led to a reduction in old
growth forest to I/30th-1/60th of the extent of historical levels, a rapid collapse followed by a
prolonged (>30-year) shortage of populations of hollow-bearing trees throughout the Mountain Ash
forests (which are critical habitat elements for many species of cavity-dependent vertebrates), and
an increased risk of re-burning of landscapes dominated by young, regrowth forest. 13

3.6.

There are long-term impacts of intensive logging on forest soil health and productivity - as
concluded by an extensive study undertaken across the Central Highlands by Elle Bowd under the
principle direction of David Lindenmayer, it has been found that soils are a fundamental of the
terrestrial ecosystem and play key roles in biogeochemical cycles and the ecology of microbial,
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plant and animal communities. Human disturbance (industrial logging and post-ﬁre salvage logging)
signiﬁcantly alter the composition of the forest soils far longer than by natural disturbances (ﬁre).
The evidence provided is compelling, displaying that disturbance impacts on soil (decline in
microbial, nutrient diversity, water yield and carbon sequestration) are evident up to at least eight
decades after disturbance and potentially longer. The perturbations occurring as a result of
industrial logging is eﬀectively deteriorating the vitality of forest soils, in combination with a higher
frequency of ﬁre regimes to compete with, this will result in substantial long term losses of crucial
soil measures, aﬀecting ecosystem functions soils have in the broader forest ecosystems’
productivity, inevitably contributing to its overall collapse. 14
3.7.

Victoria has more than 70 forest dependent threatened species, yet native forest logging is set to
continue until 2030 in Victoria. This is despite a recent federal court case that found much logging
in Victoria is in breach of national environmental laws and is directly driving animal extinction. The
Age reported that “The Federal Court has delivered scathing criticism of the way Victoria’s state
logging agency manages the habitat of two rare possums in a landmark court ruling that ﬁnds the
agency unlawfully logged areas of habitat. The decision sets a legal precedent in applying federal
threatened species protection laws to the logging industry in Victoria, which for more than 20 years
has operated under a special exemption.” 15

3.8.

The Central Highlands of Victoria are home to the world’s tallest ﬂowering plants, the Mountain Ash,
and some of Australia’s most endangered animals, which include seven species listed under the
Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988. These are the Spotted Tree Frog, Barred Galaxias, Macquarie
Perch, Brush Tailed Phascogale, Powerful Owl, Sooty Owl, and the iconic Leadbeater’s Possum15.
Other threatened species that count The Central Highlands as home include the Greater Glider,
Smoky Mouse.16

3.9.

Forest dependent species are threatened by ongoing industrial logging and bushﬁres, according to
our most pre-eminent forest scientists, David Lindenmayer, who has produced extensive research
on some of these animals.‘Twenty years of monitoring across 175 sites in the Mountain Ash Forests
has shown that the Leadbeater’s Possum has declined by almost two thirds over the last twenty
years, while the Greater Glider population has halved within the region in the last ten years.’ 17

3.10.

David Lindenmayer points out that as a result of the extensive logging “we now have 1,886 hectares
of old growth forest, spread across 147 diﬀerent patches. This is estimated to be 1.5-3% of the
historical area of old growth forest. The population of large old hollow-bearing trees has collapsed.
These are a critical habitat for the animals that use them, including Leadbeater’s Possum. There is a
high risk that the possums will become extinct in the next 20-40 years. And as forests regrow from
logging, they are at increased risk of re-burning at high severity. Leadbeater’s Possum and Mountain
Ash forests have persisted for tens of millions of years, surviving major wildﬁre events. But in just
the last few decades the possum is at risk of extinction, and the forests are at risk of ecological
collapse. The legacy of past logging, as well as current industrial practises, is driving the system
towards collapse. Our modelling suggests that even if logging ceased today, and there were no
bushﬁres, there is still a 92% chance of ecosystem collapse.18

3.11.

Wildlife Corridors and Connectivity importance. Image 1 displays an aerial photo of part of four
logged coupes that the locals call ‘Blueys’ (Ben 10, Dragon BallZ, Deadshot and Fireman Sam) that
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VicForests contractors completed in March 2020. This logging is six kilometers from Warburton.
There is an appalling lack of connectivity for our wildlife .

Image 1. An aerial photo of a portion of four abutting coupes recently
logged 6kms from Warburton.

3.12.

The declining state of biodiversity in Victoria was made profoundly worse with the Black Summer
ﬁres 3.12.1.

Burned 1.4 million hectares, just in Victoria 19
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3.12.2.

Estimated 1 billion native animals destroyed (these are just the obvious species deaths from
one extreme climate event). 20

3.12.3.

31% of VIC's rainforests have burnt, as well as 24% of wet or damp forests, and 34% of
lowland forests 21

3.12.4.

100% of the potential habitat of East Gippsland galaxias (a small native ﬁsh) have burnt 21

3.12.5.

40% of sooty owl, long-footed potoroo, diamond python, brush-tailed rock-wallaby and
long-nosed bandicoot habitat has burnt 21

3.13.

The current reserve system is inadequate for a suite of forest-dependent taxa, including critically
endangered Leadbeater’s Possum (Gymnobelideus leadbeateri) and the vulnerable Greater Glider
(Petauroides volans). There is a high degree of conﬂict between areas of high value for
conservation and areas targeted for wood production. There has been no re-assessment of the
adequacy of the reserve system to meet the requirements of allocated habitat for endangered and
now bushﬁre aﬀected threatened species post the summer ﬁres of 2019-2020. 22

3.14.

No consent from First Nations to the industrial logging occurring in the Central Highlands. This
quote is taken directly from a letter sent to Premier Daniel Andrews (please see the entire letterAppendix 1) in November 2019. “Our Traditional Country, Totems, Stories and Cultural Values have
been handed over to VicForests for logging without Our Consent nor a process for recognising our
birthright, custodial legacy, totems, song lines and sovereignty. We never gave permission to
VicForests to destroy our precious forests and the cultural heritage contained within them, which
we feel all Victorians beneﬁt from.” Warburton Environment supports the FN voices in the attached
letter.

4.
4.1.

Suggested actions for the Victorian state government to take
We cannot hope to stop extinction unless we stop the destructive activities that are driving it.

4.2.

Establish the Great Forest National Park which incorporates the forests of the Central Highlands To preserve Leadbeater’s Possum and in fact the entire Mountain Ash forest ecosystem, we need a
bigger national park in the Central Highlands. The new park needs to connect key areas of habitat
for Leadbeater’s Possum, and also connect existing reserves. Connectivity like this promotes the
dispersal of the possums through the forests, including those recovering after wildﬁre. The current
reserve system is too small to support a viable population of Leadbeater’s Possums and other
threatened species, particularly if there are more ﬁres in the next 50-100 years. A large ecological
reserve provides a greater chance for natural ﬁre regimes and growth of large old trees to be
restored. 23

4.3.

Improve compliance and enforcement with our environmental laws - Resource and implement the
Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988. The Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act is the centrepiece of
Victoria's biodiversity conservation legislation. Reforms last year have “refreshed and modernised”
the Act, updating the objectives, adding a new duty for public authorities, and introducing new
conservation tools. However, none of these reforms will be worth the paper that they're written on If
they are not properly implemented or regulated. Victoria's Wildlife Act 1975 is out of date and no
longer meets community expectations when it comes to protecting our precious wildlife. It should
Warburton Environment: Inquiry into Ecosystem Decline in Victoria 2020
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be reformed to make sure that it meets the Victorian community’s expectations for how our valued
wildlife will be protected and preserved for future generations. A signiﬁcant change was made last
year when, following a damning review of timber harvesting regulation in Victoria, the government
established the Oﬃce of Conservation the Regulator. This move, while a welcome recognition that
the implementation and enforcement of our nature protection laws needs to be improved, does not
go far enough. We need an independent non-government conservation regulator with a clear
legislative foundation and all the legal powers needed to ensure Victoria’s conservation laws are
complied with.
4.4.

Make sure our nature protection laws are climate ready - The past summer’s devastating bushﬁres
demonstrate the terrible impact that climate change can have on our wonderful natural places and
wildlife. Climate change presents a massive challenge to Victorian ecosystems. Failing to address
climate change stops our laws working eﬀectively. Climate adaptation must be a part of our legal
frameworks.

4.5.

Mountain Ash forests deliver economic beneﬁts - Climate change threatens all natural ecosystems
in this state and we need to take this fact into account as we develop government policy to protect
the environment. The forests of the Central Highlands can be part of the solution. They are the most
carbon dense forests in the world and store more carbon per hectare than any other forest studied
in the world according to Environmental scientist, Professor Brendan Mackey of the Australian
National University.24 They sequester carbon, modulate the climate and can act as giant storage
banks to absorb excess carbon if they are not logged. The ﬁnancial opportunity in carbon credits is
signiﬁcant and can be paid directly to the state when a system is established federally. This forest is
the most carbon-dense in the world24, and protecting it would double its carbon storage, potentially
delivering about 8% of Australia’s overall emissions reduction target for 2020.25 Studies clearly
indicate that clear felling signiﬁcantly depletes carbon storage in Mountain Ash forests whereas
allowing stands to grow through to mature or old growth signiﬁcantly increases carbon storage
(even in the event of a major wildﬁre). Water yields from Mountain Ash catchments are maximised26
when forests are dominated by old growth stands. Forest catchments dominated by old-growth
trees yield more water than logged regrowth forest catchments27 and provide beneﬁts to agriculture
from increased water yields.

4.6.

The forests of the Central Highlands are a tourism asset. The GFNP presents a signiﬁcant
opportunity to boost regional tourism and would create hundreds of jobs and add millions of
dollars to regional economies. An adequately resourced GFNP could generate $71 million in GVA
and 760 FTE jobs (employing FN should be priority) annually according to a report from the Nous
Group.28 Sarah Rees, Director of conservation group MyEnvironment, said: “The Great Forest
National Park would be a boon for the region. Investment in nature tourism is the next big thing for
growing centres such as Healesville and Warburton, and will invigorate smaller towns such as
Toolangi, Noojee and Rawson.” With sharp declines in timber resources, a reduction in employment,
and reduced proﬁtability of the timber industry, new economic prospects should be welcomed. The
Great Forest National Park provides such an opportunity.

4.7.

Reconciliation - The GFNP also gives the Victorian community an opportunity to acknowledge
the cultural connection that First Nations peoples have to these forests. These magniﬁcent
forests have been described as a 'keeping place' by the traditional owners, a place to secure the
story of the land and places of spiritual nourishment that are passed on to future generations.
Warburton Environment: Inquiry into Ecosystem Decline in Victoria 2020
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Establishing agreements and giving input into the park management, similar to other parks such
as in the Grampians (Gariwerd), would support and recognise cultural rights and access, and
contribute in a meaningful way towards reconciliation.
4.8.

First Nations people, with their cultural diversity, play a major role in conserving and managing
biodiversity. An article in The Conversation states that, “Up to 80% of biodiversity is located on
indigenous peoples’ lands, while at least a quarter of all land is traditionally owned or managed by
indigenous peoples. Evidently, these cultures need to be protected. This should be part and parcel
of broader tactics to conserve biodiversity. New biodiversity targets, for example, must protect
indigenous cultures.” 29 First Nations need to drive these actions to conserve biodiversity.

4.9.

Stop the drivers of ecosystem decline. Nature protection laws should be a safety net. We need to
address the pressure on Victorian biodiversity protection laws by removing key drivers of
ecosystem decline such as native forest logging, unsustainable use of water resources, and the
impact of invasive species. Stopping native forest logging sooner rather than later, more
sustainable water resource management, and new ﬁt for purpose invasive species management
legislation are needed if ecosystem decline is to be turned around.

4.10.

Victoria should immediately transition out of native forest logging, with ﬁnancial support for
workers and the industry. VicForests to stop using Victorian’s tax dollars to subsidise the logging
and destruction of public native forests and threatened species habitat. The Victorian Parliamentary
Budget Oﬃce estimates this would save the Victorian budget $190 million. 30 Bring forward the plan
to end native forest logging by 2030 and immediately start the transition to a pulp and timber
industry which is not reliant on native forests. No amount of planting can replace carbon lost in
logging the world's most carbon dense terrestrial forest for paper. Or restore quickly the much
needed hollow bearing trees needed for habitat of endangered species. There is already $120
million allocated under the timber industry transition plan and a previous amount of $110 million
allocated in the 2017/18 budget to establish new plantations.27 Some of the remaining contractors
working in the native forest industry could be redeployed as machine ﬁre ﬁghters (something they
currently do). Some of the funding could be used to assist the smaller mills in updating their saws to
be able to accommodate plantation timber. Projects should be fast tracked. This will create
employment in many areas including seedling establishment, land preparation and tree planting. We
recommend that you read Samantha Dunn’s, Breaking Down : The Wood Pulp Agreement Act, 31
written before our catastrophic ﬁres of last summer. We have enough plantation timber to fulﬁll all
the needs of our mills. It is the will of our government that we need now to protect the remaining
unburnt sanctuaries for our ﬂora and fauna threatened species.
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This is Part 2 of Warburton Environment’s submission.
In Part 1 of our submission under the heading “Suggested actions for the Victorian state government to
take” we have in Section 5.3 under Improve compliance and enforcement with our environmental laws
noted that “A signiﬁcant change was made last year when, following a damning review of timber harvesting
regulation in Victoria, the government established the Oﬃce of Conservation the Regulator (OCR). This
move, while a welcome recognition that the implementation and enforcement of our nature protection laws
needs to be improved, does not go far enough.”
Warburton Environment will demonstrate how poorly the OCR is protecting our threatened species through
their incompetent regulation of VicForests. This is only one example of one species, it highlights the need
for an independent conservation regulator with a clear legislative foundation and all the legal powers
needed to ensure Victoria’s conservation laws are complied with.

Threatened Species of Victoria’s Central Highlands
One threatened ﬂora species in the Central Highlands is Tree Geebung (Persoonia arborea).
Information about the Tree Geebung
1.

Tree Geebung is a large shrub or small tree growing to a height of about twenty metres. It has
alternate, oblanceolate and minutely hairy leaves to 10 centimetres long and 16 millimetres wide. It
produces cream ﬂowers in summer which develop into an ovoid drupe to about 14 millimetres long and
12 millimetres wide. The seed is encased within a hard seed coat and appears to have substantial
longevity within the soil.

2. Large mature plants (19 to 21 centimetres diameter near the base of the trunk) have been aged using
radiocarbon dating at between 170 to 510 years old with a radiocarbon age of 240 +/- a standard
deviation of 60 (Mueck et al. 1996). 1
3. Plants thought to be up to about 150 years old will ﬂower but only produce a small number of ﬂowers
each (i.e. tens of ﬂowers per plant). Only relatively large specimens, thought to be older than 150 years
old, ﬂower proliﬁcally (i.e. produce thousands of ﬂowers per plant).
4. The plant is ﬁre sensitive (i.e. is generally killed by bushﬁre) and is considered an obligate seed
regenerator, with seeds stored in a soil seed bank. The longevity of the soil seed store is unknown, but
given the diﬃculties experienced in getting seed to germinate and the proliﬁc germination observed
after a disturbance event, it is considered to persist for considerable periods of time, at least in the
order of decades. Seedlings have been observed in association with soil disturbance (e.g. along tracks)
and after ﬁre.
5. The species is often associated with the margins of the ecological vegetation classes (EVC) Cool
Temperate Rainforest (EVC 31) and Wet Forests (EVC 30).
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6. Tree Geebung is endemic to the central highlands of Victoria and its potential habitat covers a broad
area of the Central Highlands Forest Management Area. While it has been widely recorded in this area,
the existing records do not reﬂect its actual distribution at a ﬁne scale.
7. Tree Geebung is considered vulnerable to extinction on a DELWP advisory list. The deﬁnition of
“Vulnerable in Victoria”: not presently endangered but likely to become so soon due to continued
depletion; occurring mainly on sites likely to experience changes in land-use which would threaten the
survival of the plant in the wild; or, taxa whose total population is so small that the likelihood of
recovery from disturbance, including localised natural events such as drought, ﬁre or landslip, is
doubtful. (DEPI 2014). 2
The Issues
Warburton Environment has recently completed conducting a survey of outcomes in recently harvested
coupes known to have contained Tree Geebung prior to harvesting (detections are from DELWPs Forest
Protection Survey Program and Warburton Environments citizen surveying scientists). Of 22 coupes
surveyed to date, known to have contained 238 Tree Geebungs, 202 were killed, 22 damaged, and only 15
survived intact.

Coupe

Coupe #

Burnt /
Unburnt

Total
Tree
Geebung
s
identiﬁed

Intact
(No.)

Intact
(%)

Dam
aged
(No.)

Dam
aged
(%)

Destroye
d/ dead
(No.)

Destroyed/
dead (%)

Ben 10

345-513-0002

Burnt

2

0

0

0

0

2

100%

Ben’s
Reward

461-507-0015

Burnt

8

1

12%

0

0%

7

88%

Billowcase

350-503-0001

Unburnt

29

10

35%

4

14%

15

52%

Bren Gun

460-510-0034

Unburnt

3

0

0%

1

33%

2

67%

Bright
Ideas

462-511-0012

Burnt

7

0

0%

0

0%

7

100%

Buddies
Quarry

483-501-0011

Burnt

4

0

0%

0

0%

4

100%

Carters
Hat

462-503-0011

Burnt

4

1

25%

1

25%

2

50%

Castletow
n

461-503-0005

Burnt

8

0

0%

0

0%

8

100%

Name
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Deadshot

345-513-0005

Burnt

12

1

9%

0

0

11

92%

Dragon
Ball Z

345-513-0001

Burnt

41

2

5%

1

3%

38

92%

Even
Steven

349-515-0001

Unburnt

26

0

0%

5

19%

21

81%

Fireman
Sam

345-513-0003

Burnt

16

0

0%

3

19%

13

81%

Glanworth

461-503-0006

Part
burnt

34

0

0%

2

6%

32

94%

Governor

349-503-0011

Burnt

2

0

0%

0

0%

2

100%

Jumping
Jack Flash

347-520-0008

Burnt

3

0

0%

1

33%

2

67%

Martell

461-503-0009

Burnt

13

0

0%

2

16%

11

84%

Myrrh

462-508-0007

Unburnt

1

0

0%

1

100%

0

0%

Over
Ridge

461-502-0003

Burnt

4

0

0%

0

0%

4

100%

Over the
Hedge

461-502-0013

Burnt

15

0

0%

0

0%

15

100%

Pieces of
Eight

344-520-0003

Burnt

1

0

0%

0

0%

1

100%

Turkey
Feet

463-503-0012

Unburnt

2

0

0%

0

0%

2

100%

Wispy

460-510-0035

Burnt

3

0

0%

0

0%

3

100%

238

15

6%

22

9%

202

85%

TOTAL

A large proportion of the surviving trees are in one unburnt coupe called ‘Billowcase’ and some are
unprotected by any buﬀer so that they are unlikely to survive in the long term. Due to the fact that this
coupe will be burnt in Autumn as part of VicForests/ DELWP”S ‘regeneration burns’. As stated earlier Tree
Geebungs are very ﬁre sensitive and are unlikely to survive the high intensity ﬁres that are accelerated to
stimulate a bushﬁre. 3
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Photo 1 is of a mature Tree Geebung left in the Fireman Sam coupe standing dead without a buﬀer located
at GPS coordinates 55 H 391868 5817365. It has been incinerated by the post logging burn performed by
Forest Fire Management Victoria (DELWP) and VicForests.

Photo 2 is of a mature Tree Geebung left in the ‘Billowcase’ coupe with lots of logging debris around it that
has yet to be burnt located at GPS coordinates 55 H 388902 5804338.
Unfortunately, OCR’s regulation of VicForests’ compliance with the Tree Geebung management
prescription and Cl 2.2.2.10 of the Code has been spectacularly unsuccessful to date.
Mandatory prescription The ‘Management Standards and Procedures for timber harvesting operations in
Victoria’s State Forests 2014’ (the Management Standards) is an incorporated document to the ‘Victorian
Code of Practice for Timber Production 2014’ (the Code). Within Appendix 3 of the Management Standards
the extract below depicts the management actions to be undertaken by VicForests when Tree Geebung
specimens are identiﬁed within the ﬁeld.
Table 13 Rare or threatened fauna and invertebrate prescriptions.

Extract from the Management Standards, highlighting the Management actions for the threatened Tree
Geebung within the Central Highlands FMAs.
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Unlawful destruction of Tree Geebung specimens in the Federal Court
Recently a ruling in the Federal Court of Australia on 27th May, 2020, by her Honour Justice Mortimer,
found that the inadequacy of VicForests to both identify and protect mature Tree Geebung specimens
within Victoria’s Central Highlands breached the Code under Clause 2.2.2.2 ‘The Precautionary Principle’.
Below are just some of the paragraphs taken directly from her Honour Justice Mortimer’s decision:
1188. Clause 4.3.1.1 of the Management Standards and Procedures requires VicForests to: [a]apply
management actions for rare and threatened ﬂora identiﬁed within areas aﬀected by timber harvesting
operations as outlined in Appendix 3 Table 14 (Rare or threatened ﬂora prescriptions).
1189. For the Tree Geebung (Persoonia arborea), Table 14 provides that in the Central Highland region,
VicForests is required to: protect mature individuals from disturbance where possible.
1196. It is clear, and I ﬁnd, that VicForests failed to detect any Tree Geebungs, including Tree Geebung
which could be described as “mature”, in its preparations for the harvesting of Skerry’s Reach. Instead, what
happened was that a member of the public found them and reported them to DELWP and VicForests. That
occurred once forestry operations in the coupe were already underway. This is an illustration of the
inadequacy of VicForests’ surveys of coupes for all sorts of biodiversity values. This kind of evidence
supports the conclusions I have reached on VicForests’ non-compliance with cl 2.2.2.2.
1197. I accept, as VicForests submits at [385] of its closing submissions, that the obligation in Table 14 is
conditioned so that it applies “where possible”. I accept, as VicForests submits, that this “aﬀords a degree
of latitude, no doubt recognising there will be operational constraints on retention in some circumstances”.
The problem for the application of that latitude here is that VicForests gave no evidence of any
“operational constraints”. It gave no evidence of why the snig tracks, operationally, needed to destroy two
Tree Geebung. It gave no evidence of what “operational constraints” led to the signiﬁcant damage
demonstrated in the videos and photographs. It gave no evidence about how those constraints were so
unavoidable that damage to trees of this threatened ﬂora species that take 100 years to reach maturity, and
live for more than 400 years, was reasonably or practically unavoidable. Instead, the evidence shows
VicForests did no surveys, was only alerted to the presence of the Tree Geebung because of Mr
McKenzie’s work, and then, in my opinion, made half-hearted eﬀorts to “protect” the detected tees, and
failed in those eﬀorts.
1198. I ﬁnd VicForests did not comply with its obligations under cl 4.3 and Table 14 in respect of the Tree
Geebung in Skerry’s Reach coupe. I reject VicForests’ brief argument about substantial compliance, on the
basis that even if that is what is meant by the submissions I have referred to above, what occurred in
Skerry’s Reach was not substantial compliance.4
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Conclusions
The following conclusions have been made from the investigation of the status of the Tree Geebung
specimens by Warburton Environment citizen scientists within the Central Highlands:
1.

During the logging operations or the post-logging regeneration burn, the Tree Geebung specimens
that had been both previously identiﬁed by the FPSP and the Warburton Environment survey teams,
85% had been completely destroyed (no evidence remained of their presence), 9% had been damaged
and 6% are intact (a number of these in one coupe will be destroyed when the post logging burn
occurs in Autumn).

2. VicForests have failed to protect Tree Geebung specimens from disturbance, as per Appendix 3 of the
Management Standards, and have therefore breached the Victorian Code of Practice for Timber
Production 2014.
3. OCR (DELWP) have failed on at least 22 occasions to regulate VicForests for their ongoing unlawful
logging operations when it comes to the protection of the rare Tree Geebung (Persoonia arborea)
within the Central Highlands Forest Management Areas.
4. The OCR needs to give VicForests clear directions to take urgent steps to identify the true number of
Tree Geebung in a coupe prior to commencing harvest operations in any coupe located in the Wet
Forests of the Central Highlands, and to retain an adequate vegetative buﬀer (ideally 50 metres but at
least 20 metres) around each identiﬁed Tree Geebung.

Suggested actions for the Victorian state government to take
Ultimately the amount of forest being logged must be limited with the expansion of protected areas.
Expanding the size of protected areas has the beneﬁts of increasing populations of large older trees,
promoting biodiversity and eventually expanding the old-growth estate (where the risk of high-severity ﬁre
is reduced). 5
If native forest logging is to continue, Warburton Environment strongly appeals for an independent
non-government conservation regulator with a clear legislative foundation and all the legal powers needed
to ensure Victoria’s conservation laws are complied with to safeguard our threatened ﬂora and fauna are
protected adequately.
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To conclude, Warburton Environment believes a holistic understanding that embraces the culture of
truth and true sustainability needs to be adopted. We need to stop seeing everything through an
economic lens ensuring the exploitation of our state forests ceases, otherwise we will likely experience
a complete ecosystem collapse in the forests of the Central Highlands.
Warburton Environment extends an invitation to each one of you on the Environment and Planning
Committee to visit us to experience ﬁrst hand the logging that is occurring six kilometers from
Warburton.

Kind regards,
Karina Doughty, President
Nic Fox, Vice- President
Dr. Jenny Conway, Secretary

Warburton Environment agrees to our submission being made public and look forward to the ﬁndings
of this inquiry.
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